The ability to engineer synthetic circuits and devices in mammalian cells has enabled a multitude of exciting applications in industrial biotechnology and medical therapy. In spite of the recent availability of powerful genome engineering tools such as CRISPR-Cas9, the process of designing and implementing functioning genetic circuits remains painstakingly slow and fraught with inexplicable failures. The unexpected divergence between intended and actual function of synthetic circuits can be attributed to several factors, most notably the contextual background in which these circuits operate. In particular, t he dependence of synthetic circuits on cellular resources which are limited leads to unintended dynamic couplings between the various exogenous components of the circuit, as well as with endogenous components of the host cell. The consumption of these resources by synthetic circuits thus exerts a burden on the host cell that reduces its capacity to support additional circuits, potentially resulting in counter-intuitive functional behaviors and detrimental effects on host physiology. In spite of its critical importance, gene expression burden in mammalian cells remains largely unstudied. Here, we comprehensively investigate the impact of host resource limitations on synthetic constructs in mammalian cells. We show that effects of both transcriptional and translational resource limitations can be observed and that each can lead to the coupling of independent, co-expressed synthetic genes, which in turn imposes trade-offs in their expression and diminishes performance. We next explore the role of post-transcriptional regulators, such as microRNAs (miRNAs) and RNA binding proteins (RBPs) and show that they can redistribute resources in a way that limits burden-induced coupling effects. To quantify and predict the influence of burden on gene expression in engineered cells, we describe a modelling framework that allows to incorporate the effect of limited resources into classical models of gene expression. Based on this framework, we identify network topologies that mitigate burden and then implement these topologies using endogenous and synthetic miRNA-based circuits that buffer the expression of genes of interest from fluctuations in cellular resources. Among other regulators, microRNAs can conveniently tailor synthetic device regulation in different cell lines and tissues, as well as during dynamic changes of cellular states and downstream information processing, or in pathological conditions. This study thus establishes a foundation for context-aware predictions of in vivo synthetic circuit performance and paves the way towards a more rational synthetic construct design in mammalian cells.
Introduction
Heterologous gene expression in mammalian cells facilitates the study of diverse biological processes including gene regulation 1 , developmental patterns 2 , mutations, and genomic rearrangements in cancer progression 3 . More recently, it has gained clinical relevance with gene therapy 4 and has become a fundamental tool for biotechnologists, genetic engineers, and synthetic biologists, with applications ranging from the engineering of recombinant protein-producing cells 5 to the creation of novel cell-based therapies for clinical use 6 . These critical applications require that gene expression, while being robust, does not impinge on normal host physiology. Engineering gene circuits with these features necessitates long design-build-and-test cycle iterations that are expensive and time consuming 7 . This is especially true for mammalian cells where the engineering process is slower compared to other organisms. At the core of the problem is poor predictability of gene expression 8 in engineered cells arising from the dependence of expression on the cellular context. In particular, the unmodeled dependence of exogenous genetic circuits on limited host resources shared with endogenous pathways frequently leads to unanticipated counter-intuitive circuit behaviors 9 . This remains one of the most important open problems in mammalian synthetic circuit design. In bacterial cells, substantial progress towards increasing the predictability of gene expression has been made by showing that the introduction of genetic material imposes a significant burden, resulting in decreased growth rate and degraded cellular performance 10 . This has been attributed to the fact that cells possess a finite pool of resources for the expression of genes 11, 12 , so that when new genes are delivered into cells, their transcription and translation require resources that become unavailable for the expression of other genes. These observations have prompted the development of models that consider gene expression in a resource-limited context [13] [14] [15] [16] , as well as to approaches for mitigating the impact of resource burden in bacteria 17 , including the implementation of a system that directly senses gene expression burden and modulates the expression of output genes through a dCas9-based negative feedback 18 . Also in S. Cerevisiae , the contributions of transcription and translation were explored in relation to the cost of protein production, where it was demonstrated that both processes are limiting according to different growth conditions 19 . In mammalian cells, performance shortcomings of synthetic circuits due to limited resources have been observed 20 , and control systems to enhance performance, proposed. However, a deeper examination of resource limitation in mammalian cells is still missing.
To evaluate the burden imposed by synthetic circuits on host cells we designed constructs to explore the effects of both transcriptional and translational resource limitations. We demonstrate in different cell lines that sharing of host cell resources is responsible for the effective coupling of otherwise independently co-expressed synthetic genes, the result of which is the presence of inevitable trade-offs in their expression. Next, we investigate the role of post-transcriptional regulators, like RNA binding proteins (RBPs) and microRNAs (miRNAs) in mitigating the impact of burden-induced coupling. Interestingly, we observe that both are able to reallocate resources and alleviate burden.
In order to reduce the unpredictability of gene expression in engineered cells we describe a modelling framework that allows to incorporate the effect of limited resources into typical models of gene expression. This is achieved by introducing resource limited production rates that readily replace their non-resource limited counterparts. Similar modelling approaches have already been applied to bacterial systems 13, 14, 21, 22 and conceptually date back to general models of multiple inhibitions in enzyme catalysis 23 . We demonstrate that this framework successfully recapitulates the non-trivial dose-responses of genetic circuits in the presence of resource constraints. Based on the model, we identify network topologies that mitigate burden based on miRNA regulation. MicroRNAs are important post-transcriptional regulators involved in several biological processes in mammalian and plant cells 24 . Their fast dynamics, cell specificity and tunability make them ideal biomarkers for interfacing with synthetic gene regulation. MicroRNA-based synthetic circuits have been constructed to buffer gene expression against noise 25 and fluctuations in external inducer concentration 26, 27 . In the latter and other studies, miRNA-based Incoherent Feed-Forward Loops (IFFL), in which miRNAs and target mRNAs are transcribed simultaneously, have been shown to limit variability in gene expression in both endogenous and synthetic pathways 28, 29 . We thus implemented circuits based on endogenous or synthetic miRNAs and demonstrated that they are able to preserve the expression levels of a gene of interest, in spite of changes in available cellular resources caused by the loading of other gene constructs.
To the best of our knowledge this is the first study assessing the individual contribution of transcriptional and translational processes of circuit-induced burden in mammalian cells, and the first to unveil mechanisms of resource reallocation as a consequence of post-transcriptional regulation.
This new knowledge, accompanied by a refined model framework that describes biochemical reactions in a finite resources context was translated into the design of circuit topologies that enable tolerance to gene overload. This model-based approach to burden paves the way to more realistic output predictions and optimal synthetic construct design.
Results

Genetic circuits impose burden on mammalian cells and compete for shared cellular resources.
The outline of the paper is summarized in Fig.1 . Since the expression of heterologous genes relies on finite amounts 30 of host transcriptional and translational resources, such as RNA polymerases, nucleotides, amino acids and ribosomes, we hypothesise that the availability of these resources imposes a link between otherwise uncoupled genes ( Fig.1A ). Consequently, the increased expression of one gene comes at the expense of another, as resources employed in the first gene's expression are not available for the expression of the second ( Fig.1A, bottom ). Thus, resource limitation becomes a key parameter for the outcome of gene expression. We explicitly incorporate these effects in a resource-aware model, in which we replace the rates of resource-dependent reactions with adjusted effective rates ( Fig.1B ).
Our resource-aware model suggests that a gene (e.g. miRNA) that depends on a particular pool of resources (e.g. transcriptional resources) can be regarded as a sensor of the state of the pool and can thus be exploited to reduce the coupling of other co-expressed genes that depend on the same pool. In fact, such a topology mitigates the load of the regulated node on the available resources, which become more abundant for the production of other species. The model predicts that thanks to the mitigation, the expression of a tunable eXtra transgene (hereafter named X-tra ) and a constitutively expressed reporter (hereafter named capacity monitor ) become less interdependent ( Fig.1C ).
To investigate the effects of resource sharing in mammalian cells, we designed several regulatory circuits composed of X-tra and capacity monitor . In all the experimental setups X-tra is the extra, tunable load imposed on the host cells which is detected though the capacity monitor's response.
In general, we hypothesized that due to competition for finite resources, there is a threshold above which gene expression from synthetic circuits saturates. We therefore co-transfected HEK293T cells with two constitutively expressed fluorescent proteins, mCitrine and mRuby3 in molar ratios ranging from 1:4 to 4:1, for a total of 50 ng or 500 ng of encoding plasmid ( Fig. 2A ) . A qualitative idea about the expected response in the presence of competition for limited resources is presented for both cases ( Fig. 2A, left ). The equations used to generate these plots were derived from the modelling framework introduced later on, in Fig. 4A ( Supplementary Note 1 ). In accordance with our expectations, the total amount of 500ng of encoding plasmids results in a dramatic drop in global gene expression as compared to 50ng ( Fig. 2A, right ). Furthermore, in both experimental conditions mCitrine and mRuby3 fluorescence levels are negatively correlated; the higher the mCitrine, the lower the mRuby3 and vice versa ( Fig. 2A, right ). This correlation was also more severe for 500 ng of transfected plasmid than for 50 ng. The effect does not appear to be cell-type dependent, since we observe similar trends in H1299, U2OS and HeLa cells ( Supplementary Figures 1-3 ). Analogously, the negative correlation of fluorescent proteins expression was observed by combining two constitutive promoters of different strengths. Here, we observed that the expression in one gene (e.g. mCitrine)
changes depending on whether the second gene (e.g. mRuby3) is driven by a strong (hEF1a) or medium promoter (EFS) and vice versa ( Supplementary Figure 4 ).
To confirm that there is a link between the expression of these allegedly uncoupled genes, we tuned X-tra activation with Doxycycline (Dox)-repressed promoter, while keeping mCitrine constitutively active ( capacity monitor ) ( Fig. 2B, left ) , and evaluated protein levels in the absence or presence of Dox (from 0 to 1 μg/mL). Similar to previous observations, X-tra repression corresponds to increased capacity monitor levels ( Fig. 2B, right ). Furthermore, to exclude any experimental confounds as source of our observations, we investigated the effect of both cell seeding density and nutrient starvation on the outcome of a titration of a constitutively expressed gene, against a second constitutively expressed gene held at a constant copy number. In this experimental setting, cells were co-transfected with two plasmids. The first plasmid, which was provided at incremental levels, is composed of two transcriptional units (TU), one comprising strong promoter driving the expression of mCitrine (hEF1a), the other driving the expression of miRFP670 under a weak promoter (SV40).
The second encodes for mRuby3 under a strong constitutive promoter (hEF1a). We observed that neither cell seeding nor nutrient supply had any apparent effect on the expression levels ( Supplementary Figure 5 ).
These proof-of-concept experiments demonstrate that: i) gene expression in mammalian synthetic circuits is connected even in the absence of direct regulation, and ii) expression of exogenous genes is limited by cellular resource availability.
Since several different resource pools could be responsible for the observed effects, we set out to characterize the individual contributions of transcriptional and translational resource limitation to cellular burden.
Genes compete for limited transcriptional and translational resources
Following the line of reasoning presented so far, we speculate that any limitation in transcriptional resources will cause genes to compete for mRNA production. To investigate this hypothesis we increased X-tra / capacity monitor molar ratios from 1:1 to 2.5:1 in H1299 cells for a total of 500ng of plasmid DNA. We quantified mRNA levels for each condition, and show that as the plasmid encoding the X-tra increases so does the X-tra mRNA. However, this happens at the expense of the levels of capacity monitor mRNA, which decrease ( Fig. 2C, Supplementary Figure 1 ). Thus, shared transcriptional resources are indeed a limiting factor in mammalian synthetic gene co-expression.
To confirm these observations we implemented a genetic circuit that can selectively overload the transcriptional resource pool without sequestering translational resources. The system is based on the self-cleaving hepatitis delta virus (HDV) ribozyme, which ensures that most of the transcribed mRNA is cleaved. Due to the cleavage and consequent transcript destabilization, the system allows to specifically observe limitations on transcriptional resources, while only minimally perturbing the translational ones ( Fig. 2D, left ) . We thus created a single plasmid with two TU. One TU consists of a tTA transcription factor co-expressed with the fluorescent protein mRuby3 ( capacity monitor ) via the P2A peptide, driven by a constitutive promoter. The second TU includes the TRE promoter (responsive to tTA) regulating the HDV-X-tra expression. In this setup, Dox can be used to modulate the amount of burden imposed, similar to what was already shown in Fig. 2B .
We compared this circuit to a catalytically inactive mutant of the HDV ribozyme. As expected, we observed that when the HDV ribozyme is inactive, X-tra protein levels increase with rising amounts of plasmid ( Supplementary Figure 6 , top pale purple bar ), whereas those of the capacity monitor decrease ( Fig. 2D, bottom ). On the contrary, when the HDV ribozyme is active, X-tra expression is strongly reduced and only minorly increasing with lower Dox concentrations ( Supplementary Figure   6 , top dark purple bar ). Here, the decrease of capacity monitor levels is still present, but to a lower extent than in the previous condition, supporting the observations in Figure 6 , bottom dark blue bar ). We suggest that, assuming that the X-tra with an active HDV ribozyme is rapidly degraded, it is likely to sequester less translational resources, which should result in higher expression of the capacity monitor . This suggests that the transcriptional resource pool is only partially responsible for the described trade-offs and that post-transcriptional resources may represent an additional bottleneck to the overall expression of synthetic genes.
Therefore, we aimed to characterize the impact of translational resources in cellular burden, by adding a synthetic intron 31 in the 5'UTR of the X-tra fluorescent protein ( Fig. 2E, top ). The synthetic intron enhances gene expression by augmenting mRNA export from the nucleus to the cytoplasm 31 . We observed higher expression of X-tra in H1299, HEK293T, HeLa, and U2OS cell lines in the presence of a synthetic intron, opposed by lower capacity monitor levels ( Fig.2E , Supplementary   Figure 7 ), confirming that resources employed for translational regulation are also limiting.
Our data collectively indicate that exogenous genes compete for resources both at the transcriptional and translational levels, overall imposing a gene expression burden on mammalian cells. Since one of the goals in synthetic biology is output predictability and reproducibility, gene expression burden becomes a key issue to address.
We reasoned that post-transcriptional and translational regulators such as miRNAs or RBPs, may free up cellular resources 32 by repressing target mRNA translation or inducing its degradation. If this hypothesis were true, they could be exploited in more robust circuit topologies to reduce gene expression load, resulting in improved performance and predictability of engineered circuits.
Therefore, we tested two RBPs, L7Ae and Ms2-cNot7 33, 34 ( Fig. 2F, Supplementary Figure 8 ), as well as endogenous miRNAs, miR-31, miR-221 and miR-21 ( Fig. 2G ). Specifically, L7Ae downregulates protein expression by inhibiting mRNA translation, Ms2-cNot7 induces mRNA degradation 33 , and miRNAs operate by both mechanisms according to complete 35 or partial 36 complementarity to the mRNA target. For each system, a fluorescent protein encoding mRNA targeted by either RBPs or miRNAs ( X-tra ) was co-expressed with a second, constitutively expressed fluorescent readout ( capacity monitor ).
The archeal RBP L7Ae binds two kink turn motives in the 5'UTR of the X-tra mRNA, whereas
Ms2 binds target sites in the 3'UTR of the X-tra transcript, allowing the deadenylase cNOT7 to cut the polyA tail of the target mRNA 33 . We tested the systems in U2OS, H1299, HEK293T and HeLa cell lines, consistently observing that X-tra downregulation by RBPs results in increased levels of the capacity monitor ( Fig. 2F, Supplementary Figure 8 ).
To evaluate the effect of miRNA regulation on cellular resources re-allocation, we placed three target sites (TS) in the 3'UTR of the X-tra . Specifically, the TS respond to miR-31, miR-221, miR-21, highly expressed in H1299, U2OS, and HeLa cells respectively. The capacity monitor expression levels increased when the X-tra was downregulated by miRNAs, as compared to controls lacking microRNA target sites ( Fig. 2G ). These results confirm that post-transcriptional regulators can redistribute intracellular resources and, importantly, that this phenomenon is cell-context independent, albeit to different extents of negative correlation between X-tra and capacity monitor expression. The latter could be the consequence of several factors, such as relative abundance of post transcriptional/translational resources, as well as absolute miRNA levels in the cells.
A major advantage of miRNAs over RBPs is that they are endogenously expressed and cell-line specific. Thus, their expression does not impose additional burden, and any circuit's design can be easily tailored to the cell/tissue of interest. Based on the results presented here, we envision that genetic circuits that mitigate resource competition via miRNAs may be designed for any mammalian cell line with a very broad set of potential applications.
Effect of miRNAs on reshaping resource allocation
To outline the correlation between miRNA-mediated downregulation and resource redistribution, we designed a library of miRNA sensors for miR-31, which is highly expressed in H1299 lung cancer cells 37 . The miRNA sensor is composed of the fluorescent reporter mKate with or without miR-31 TS, encoded along with the capacity monitor (EGFP) on a single plasmid with a bidirectional promoter ( Fig. 3A, Supplementary Figure 9 ). The library includes 0, 1, or 3 fully complementary miR-TS in the 3' or 5'UTR of mKate.
Similar to what was previously observed ( Fig. 2G ), when the miRNA sensor's levels decrease as a consequence of miR-31 regulation, expression of the capacity monitor increase s . Stronger repression was appreciated with 3TS in the 5'UTR and was accompanied by higher capacity monitor levels ( Fig. 3B ). Conversely, when miR-31 activity was impaired by a miR-31 inhibitor, mKate expression was rescued ( Fig. 3C , pink bars ) and capacity monitor levels decreased ( Fig. 3C , pale blue bars ), demonstrating that miRNA sensor and capacity monitor levels are linked. Interestingly, the effect of the miRNA inhibitor was more pronounced with TS placed in the 3'UTR. Synthetic miRNA inhibitors bind to endogenous miRNAs in an irreversible manner 38 , but differences in their action when target sites are placed in the 3' or 5' UTR were never reported before, and mechanistic insights are missing.
To confirm that miRNA-mediated resource redistribution is independent of experimental setting and plasmid design, we encoded the miRNA sensor and capacity monitor on two separate plasmids. Similar to previous results, miRNA sensor and capacity monitor are negatively correlated ( Supplementary Figure 10A ), suggesting that cellular burden and miRNA-dependent resource reallocation are a common challenge and solution respectively. Downregulation of the miRNA sensor was also confirmed by qPCR ( Supplementary Figure 10B ) and by western blot ( Supplementary Figure   10C ). Finally, when miR-31 sensor was transfected in low miR-31 cell lines such as U2OS and HEK293T, neither the miRNA sensor nor the capacity monitor levels vary ( Supplementary Figure 11 ), further confirming the correlation between mRNA downregulation by miRNA and mitigation of the cellular burden.
We showed in Fig. 2G that miRNA-dependent resource reallocation is observed across different cell lines, by expressing cell-specific miRNA-sensors which include 3TS in the 3'UTR. We then built a library of sensors with different number and location of TS for miRNAs -221 and -21 which are highly expressed in U2OS and HeLa cells respectively, and we confirmed that also in these cell lines miRNA-sensor and capacity monitor are inversely correlated, consistently with observations in H1299 cells ( Supplementary Figure 12-13 ).
Overall these data show that miRNAs can be used to develop optimal resource-aware plasmid-designs with burden-mitigating circuit topologies.
A gene expression model extended to incorporate shared limited resources captures non-intuitive observations
In order to provide a better understanding of our results, we describe a general modelling framework which offers a simple and convenient recipe for extending existing models of biochemical reactions, allowing them to incorporate the effects of shared limited resources. This framework follows ideas originally used to capture the competitive interaction of multiple inhibitors with an enzyme 23 , 39 and has also been applied to the context of shared cellular resources in previous studies by other groups [13] [14] [15] [16] 40 . Fig. 4A . Here, the substrate A i binds resource R with rate k + i to form the complex C i . This reaction is also assumed to be reversible with rate ki . With rate k cat i the complex gives rise to the product B i , while also freeing up both the substrate A i and the resource R. It is assumed that the total amount of resource, R total is conserved and remains constant. Considering all possible substrates of resource and assuming that C i is in quasi-steady-state, the rate for resourced limited production can be expressed as k equiv i ,shown in the top right corner of Fig. 4A , which will be a function of the total amount of resources and the current state of all competing substrates. This expression can be readily used to substitute all reaction rates that involve shared limited resources.
In Lillacci et al 41 the FBK+IFF hybrid (HYB) topologies. In addition to all the interactions described for the OLP and IFF circuits, the FBK and the HYB circuits possess miR-FF4 targets in the 3' UTR of the tTA-Cer gene, which introduces negative feedback. Furthermore, the FBK and HYB differ from each other by the presence of a matched target for miR-FF4 in the HYB topology, which introduces incoherent feedforward and is replaced by a mismatched FF5 target in the FBK circuit. All the interactions are illustrated in detail on the left side of Fig. 4C . The dose-response curves for the two circuits were obtained as described above. Again, the fit of the extended model to the data is capable of capturing its non-intuitive behavior ( Fig. 4C, right ) .
Here, we have described a simple framework that adapts existing models of gene expression to include pools of shared and limited resources. We show that it can be used to provide an explanation for non-intuitive dose-responses in tTA-based circuits. With this framework as a tool, we believe that issues due to burden can be addressed in the design phase of circuit building and will not have to be optimized in costly build-test cycles later on.
Mitigating cellular burden with incoherent feed-forward loop circuits
In the following section, we implement a strategy that exploits microRNA to reduce the indirect coupling between co-expressed genes. In particular, we take advantage of the fact that microRNA production also requires (pre-translational) cellular resources and therefore microRNA levels act as a sensor for resource availability. Because of this, it is possible to reduce the coupling between co-expressed genes to a common resource pool by introducing miRNA-mediated repression of those genes (as long as the miRNA itself is also affected by the same resource pool). Since both the miRNA and the miRNA-repressed gene are affected by the availability of resources, miRNA-mediated repression implements an incoherent feedforward loop similar to previously published circuits 20, 27, 28 .
Furthermore, it represents a biological implementation of the microRNA circuit proposed by Zechner et al. 42 . In this setting, the microRNA can also be interpreted as an estimator of its cellular context (e.g. amount of free resources) and it acts to filter this context in the output of interest. Lastly, the incoherent feedforward motif was also presented at the 6th International Mammalian Synthetic We explore this strategy for both an endogenously expressed microRNA ( Fig. 5A and B ) and a synthetic microRNA expressed from a plasmid ( Fig. 5C and D ) . More specifically, Fig. 5A displays an approach that exploits endogenous microRNA to reduce the coupling of a gene of interest (GOI) to the expression level of other genes, introduced by the limitation in resources. To do so, it only requires adding target sites of an endogenous microRNA to the 5' UTR of the gene of interest (mKate). In our experimental setup, when the copy number of a second gene (X-tra) is increased, resources are drawn away from the expression of mKate and allocated to the expression of X-tra . The shift in resource allocation is expected to also affect the the microRNA miR-31, which acts as a capacity monitor . This leads to a reduction in the repression of mKate, effectively compensating for the imposed burden.
To demonstrate this mitigation approach experimentally, we co-transfected H1299 cells with increasing amounts of an X-tra reporter plasmid, containing EGFP, and an mKate plasmid (GOI) that either includes three miR-31 target sites (with mitigation) or none (without mitigation). As expected, the expression level of X-tra approaches saturation as the plasmid copy number increases, both for the targeted and non-targeted GOI variants ( Fig. 5B ). In agreement with previous results, the expression of the non-targeted GOI strongly decreases with increased expression of X-tra.
Conversely, the decrease in expression of the targeted GOI is only about a third of that of the non-targeted variant, indicating improved robustness towards changes in resource availability. This observation is also captured well by a model of the system that explicitly considers resources, as described in the previous section. We also tested the same experimental model in U2OS
( Supplementary Figure 14 ) and HEK293T ( Supplementary Figure 15 ) cells using IFF circuits built to respond to miR21 and miR221 respectively. In both cases we demonstrate improved tolerance to burden imposed by increasing exogenous gene load.
Next, we show that a reduction of resource-mediated coupling can also be achieved without relying on endogenous factors, using a synthetic microRNA. We further extend the approach to more than one output, demonstrating that the general principle can extend to multiple outputs as well ( Fig. 5C ). Similar to the endogenous case, the genes-of-interest, mCitrine ( GOI 1 ) and DsRed ( GOI 2 ), encode target sites for the microRNA FF4 in their 3' UTRs. In contrast to endogenous microRNA expression, however, here the microRNA is expressed intronically from GOI 2 . In this way, the circuit forms a self-contained unit that can be easily transferred between cell types.
To test this approach, we co-transfected mouse embryonic stem cells with a plasmid encoding constitutively expressed miRFP670 (X-tra) and a plasmid composed of two transcriptional units (TU), each expressed under the constitutive promoter hEF-1 α ( Fig. 5C ). The first TU leads to the expression of mCitrine, whereas the second one encodes the fluorescent protein DsRed. Furthermore, the 3' UTR of DsRed contains either three target sites for the synthetic miRNA-FF4 or three mismatched miR-FF5 target sites (negative control). The miRNA-FF4 is intronically encoded in the DsRed gene. Identically to the endogenous case, the amount of X-tra plasmid was increased while keeping the GOIs' plasmid constant. Again, expression of X-tra increases and approaches saturation with increasing molar amounts. Conversely, the non-targeted variants of the GOIs ( TFF5 in Fig. 5D ) decrease as the expression of X-tra increases. Analogously to what was observed for endogenous miRNAs, the expression of the targeted variants ( TFF4 in Fig. 5D ) decreases less than for the non-targeted ones albeit with lower efficiency. Moreover, when fitted to data from transfections with plasmids where only one of the two GOIs is targeted by TFF4, our modelling framework is able to predict the experimental observations for two targeted GOIs (solid lines). Finally, to demonstrate that the observed effect is not cell-type specific, we also tested the approach in HEK293T cells Figure 16 ). In HEK293T cells, robustness towards shifts in resource availability was similar to the endogenous microRNA-based regulation ( Fig. 5C ). Thus, we show that also in entirely synthetic systems, robustness towards shifts in resources availability is achieved. To ensure that the observed mitigation is not caused by a higher tolerance to changes in availability at lower expression levels we show analytically using the described modelling framework that the normalized expression at lower levels is more sensitive to burden (Supplementary note 2).
( Supplementary
Overall, these results suggest that our approach can be used to mitigate resource-mediated coupling of gene expression despite cell-to-cell variability, demonstrating the portability and broad applicability of our findings.
In summary, our results demonstrate that IFF circuits can mitigate burden from transgene expression in mammalian cells. Importantly, by using miRNA one can either opt for endogenous miRNAs to specifically tailor a circuit to a desired cell line, or create a portable circuit by using a synthetic miRNA such as miR-FF4.
Discussion
Here, we report on the first analysis of burden imposed by exogenous gene expression in mammalian cells. The cost of heterologous systems' expression in host cells had been previously demonstrated in bacteria 10, 18 and yeast 19, 43 , where exogenous gene load results in slower or defective growth and poor predictability of gene expression. In bacteria, these studies have led to more advanced models of gene expression and to the implementation of feedback topologies that respond to burden, either by reducing the load to acceptable levels 18 or by increasing demand to compensate for reductions in available resources 17 . Our study demonstrates that finite cellular resources also represent a general bottleneck for the predictability and performance of synthetic circuits in mammalian cells, impairing efforts for optimal circuit design.
By characterizing the unexpected trade-offs in the expression of two allegedly independent, co-expressed genes in different cell lines, we demonstrated that burden due to heterologous gene expression is wide-spread in mammalian cells, imposed both at the transcriptional and translational level by even the most simple synthetic gene expression motifs, and that the expression of independent genes is coupled through shared cellular resources. In addition, we show that endogenous and synthetic post-transcriptional and translational regulators such as RNA binding proteins and microRNAs can limit the burden by redistributing cellular resources.
Furthermore, we describe a modelling framework that captures the indirect interdependence of gene expression in a resource-limited context. Indeed, synthetic circuit designs usually assume that the expression of different components is independent. However, this might lead to unexpected and non-monotonous behaviors once the design has been implemented biologically. Specifically when considering transient transfections, where cells can contain up to several thousand copies of the transfected plasmid per nucleus 44 , 45 , it is not unreasonable to assume that gene expression is limited by one of the aforementioned resources. A recent computational study has shown how host-circuit interactions in E. coli involving the use of shared resources can impair circuit function 46 . Furthermore, the family of controllers analyzed in Fig. 4 exemplify the non-intuitive behavior that might arise due to burden. Here, limiting resources lead to a non-monotonous dose-response in a simple transcription factor and reporter pair. One way to address these issues is to reduce the amount of genetic material delivered to the cell. This concept is illustrated in Fig 2A by the fact that the intergene coupling is reduced when 50 ng of total plasmid DNA is transfected rather than 500 ng. To determine the scales under which burden can be neglected and the circuit components should function as expected, a framework for modelling gene expression with resource limitations, as described in this and other publications 13, 16, 40, 47 , could be applied. We believe that our simple framework for introducing resource-limited steps into pre-existing models of synthetic circuits provides a simple way of avoiding such downfalls, supporting the design of circuits that are apt to dealing with burden. However, the requirement of a small payload might make it hard to observe the circuit function, especially as the size of the circuit grows and the limited capacity will have to be distributed between an increased number of components.
Interestingly, the assumption of our model that the total amount of resources is constant seems to hold under the conditions and time-scales we study. This is in contrast to fast growing organisms such as bacteria, for which resource availability is strongly linked to growth rate and rapidly regulated 12 . In such cases, it is stringent that models take into account the adaptation mechanisms of the host 15 . Understanding the mechanisms and time-scales of adaptation to resource burden in mammalian cells would provide valuable insight into how this key aspect is regulated and would make it possible to design circuits that exhibit robust long-term behavior.
Based on the model and experimental findings, we propose an incoherent feed-forward loop (IFFL) motif, introduced in Fig. 5 , to address the problem of coupling between components. The IFFL is a control architecture that is known to robustify gene expression against input perturbations 20, 27, 28, 48 .
We designed miRNA-dependent IFFL circuits which are capable of balancing the overall expression of selected output genes, regardless of their number. Similar architectures that use other components, such as endoribonucleases (Poster by Jones et al. at mSBW 6.0 in chicago), to implement IFFL motifs, also exhibit robustness to exogenous gene loading. In the present study, we opted for miRNA-based implementations because of their high versatility. For example, miRNAs enable the experimenter to choose between endogenous or synthetic miRNAs. Endogenous miRNAs offer cell type specificity and do not require expression of additional genes for regulation. On the other hand, synthetic miRNAs enable portability of circuits across different cell lines.
It is important to note that the use of the same miRNA to regulate multiple targets might lead to depletion of the miRNA, giving rise to an additional trade-off. This trade-off is observed for competing endogenous RNA (ceRNA), which are naturally occurring regulatory elements known to regulate other RNAs by competing for miRNA-binding. Furthermore, the principle of ceRNA has also been demonstrated synthetically on a gene circuit 49 . Additionally, one should note that this method of robustifying against resource availability comes with a tradeoff in the maximally achievable expression levels, due to the repression by the miRNA. Nevertheless, we believe the proposed strategy should enable the construction of evermore complex gene circuits capable of performing evermore transformative function.
Understanding the role of cellular composition and the availability of resources will have important implications for biological studies, as well as for improved mammalian cell engineering. Previous studies have reported on the impact of translationational capacity with respect to mammalian cell function. For instance, it has been shown that recombinant mRNAs in engineered CHO cells sequester up to 15% of the total ribosomes 32 , and that blood disorders like Diamond-Blackfan anemia are due to mutations in ribosomal proteins that impair the availability of ribosomes 50 . Here, we provide evidence that, in addition to competition over translational resources, also transcriptional resources limit the full potential of synthetic circuits. We hope that our global assessment will help to unleash mammalian synthetic biology's potential for diverse applications.
Mammalian cells and especially human derived cell lines are essential for biopharmaceutics production 32,51 , 52 , because they ensure post-translational modifications and correct folding of the expressed proteins. Our findings suggest that, when choosing a host cell line, one of the key factors to consider should be its transcriptional and translational capacity 19 , not only in terms of productivity, but also in terms of the ability of the cells to maintain their fitness over the production phase. In regard to this issue, enhancing the insulation of synthetic genetic circuits from the cellular metabolism is fundamental. With our study, we implement a system that can efficiently sustain the production of up to three (and probably more) output proteins, reducing the unwanted coupling among their expression levels and with other cellular processes. However, it should be noted that our system cannot reach high productivity levels. Its purpose is to allow the concurrent production of more outputs in a predictable manner.
Another issue in transgene expression is reliable output production. This is not only challenged by epigenetic silencing 53 , but also by the coupling to the expression of other genes, an issue that has not been addressed so far in mammalian cells. Poor insulation of transgene expression
can have dramatic consequences also in gene and cell therapy, where the success of the treatment could be compromised if cellular fitness is impaired. Finally, studies of biological functions that employ system perturbations by exogenous gene expression can suffer from highly variable results and lack of accuracy due to non-optimal genetic circuit design. This is critical when performing quantitative analysis, where predictability and reproducibility are highly desirable. For example, protein levels measured by flow cytometry are usually normalized to the expression levels of the transfection marker, which is also used as a measure of transfection efficiency. The same issue applies to other quantitative analyses, such as qPCR and Western Blot. Our study presents a portable design capable of enhancing insulation of transgene expression and will thus contribute to the development of applications in mammalian synthetic biology.
Future studies could explore the molecular mechanisms involved in resource redistribution and host adaptation, as well as investigate which resource pools are the most limiting and impactful on gene expression in overloaded systems. Understanding the interplay of different mechanisms underlying gene expression burden will allow more precise and optimal approaches to the minimization of gene expression coupling. To this end, a variety of technologies that uncover the processes involved in the passage from DNA to protein at the molecular level could help to refine the design of IFFL topologies.
By shedding light on the physiological limitations that hamper the exploitation of the full potential of genetic circuits, we believe that this work opens a new chapter of mammalian synthetic biology. Our proposed IFFL topology proposed an easy and portable example of how to overcome these limitations. Since transgene expression is rapidly becoming a popular tool in industry as well as in cell therapy, we believe that our work will be beneficial in many applied fields and will lead to new venues of investigation of resource competition and strategies for its mitigation in mammalian cells. Table 6 ). Ligation reactions were performed in 1:2-5 molar ratios of plasmid backbone:gene insert starting with 50 to 100 ng of vector backbone digested with selected restriction enzymes. Assemblies using the YTK were performed according to the original publication 55 . Newly created constructs were transformed into XL10-Gold or TOP10 E. coli strains.
Methods
For plasmids with miRNA target sites, the target sequences were selected using miRBase database ( http://www.mirbase.org/ ). All plasmids were confirmed by sequencing analysis and deposited to addgene. Note 1 ) shows the correlation of independent gene's expression. As the total plasmid amount increases, the total protein expression plateaus. Top right . Titration of two plasmids constitutively expressing the fluorescent proteins mCitrine and mRuby3 in ratios from 1:4 to 4:1, 50ng of total DNA. Bottom right. Titration of two plasmids constitutively expressing the fluorescent proteins mCitrine and mRuby3 in ratios from 1:4 to 4:1, 500ng of total DNA. The model effectively recapitulates the saturation of gene expression that we observed for a total amount of 50 or 500 ng of plasmids. (B) Inhibition of tTA by Dox treatment further unveil the hidden coupling of expression levels among two genes. Two plasmids were co-transfected, one constitutively expressing capacity monitor and tTA from a strong constitutive promoter and the other expressing X-tra from a tTA responsive promoter. Dox was added to the cells in decreasing concentrations, derepressing the expression of mRuby3. The data shows that capacity monitor levels counterbalance the increase in X-tra expression. The Data is normalized to the expression levels of each gene in absence of Dox. N = 3 biological replicates. (C) Transcriptional burden. qPCR analysis was performed on two plasmids encoding an X-tra and a capacity monitor respectively, expressed at different molar ratios. As the X-tra increases, the mRNA levels of the capacity monitor decreases. N=4 biological replicates (D) Increasing the expression of a translationally incompetent mRNA by Dox suggest transcriptional burden. Decreased expression of the mRuby3 (capacity monitor) with increasing expression of mCitrine (X-tra) with an inactive or active HDV ribozyme placed after its start codon suggest a sequestration of transcriptional resources. N=3 biological replicates. (E) Translational burden. We included a synthetic intron in the 5'UTR of a transcript to increase its translation and to selectively observe translational burden. As expected the synthetic intron shows higher translational load as compared to the control. Higher X-tra expression again leads to reduced capacity monitor levels. N=6 biological replicates. (F) Post-transcriptional regulators impact translational burden. The RBPs L7Ae and Ms2-cNOT7, downregulate X-tra expression by binding the 5' and 3'UTR respectively. Our data show that repressed X-tra expression leads to increased capacity monitor levels, indicating a shift in resources in the host cells. N = 4 biological replicates. (G) Similar to (F) also miRNAs can reallocate resources by targeting mRNA which include miRNA target sites (TS) in the 3' UTR. We engineered X-tra transcripts with 3TS that respond to either miRNA miR-31, miR-221 or miR-21, highly expressed respectively in H1299, U2-OS/HEK and HeLa cells. Co-transfection of the X-tra with the capacity monitor shows that capacity monitor levels are higher when the X-tra is downregulated by miRNAs, further demonstrating a negative correlation in protein expression. N = 4 biological replicates. Flow cytometry data were acquired 48 hours post-transfection and is plotted +/-SE. SE: standard error. ru: relative units. unpaired T-test.p-value: **** < 0.0001, *** < 0.0005, ** < 0.005, * < 0.05. Existing models of molecular interaction networks can be transformed to include shared limiting resources by substituting k i , the reaction rate of a resource limited production, with k equiv i . Shown above an exemplary resource limited production are the detailed interactions between the substrate and the shared resource. The substrate A i binds and unbinds the shared resource R with rates k + i and ki , respectively . Binding of the substrate A i to the shared resource R forms a complex C i which releases the substrate A i , the shared resource R and the product B i with rate k cat i . Under quasi steady-state assumptions the equivalent reaction rate k equiv i can be expressed as shown on the right. For simplification the parameters k + i , ki and k cat i are lumped into k mi . resources are drawn away from the production of the GOI and the microRNA miR-31. By sensing the resource availability and repressing the GOI less when there are fewer resources, the microRNA approximately cancels out the effect of limited resources. (B) Two plasmids were co-transfected which respectively express the X-tra gene (EGFP, panel A) and mKate (panel A) from strong constitutive CMV promoters. To limit the amount of resources available to the expression of mKate, the copy number of the X-tra plasmid was increased relative to the copy number of mKate. A mKate variant, which encodes three targets for the microRNA miR-31 in it's 5' UTR, mitigates effects due to resource sharing when compared to a variant lacking microRNA targets. N = 4 biological replicates. (C) Schematic of the mitigation system based on synthetic microRNA. In the presence of many copies of the X-tra gene, resources are drawn away from the production of both of the GOIs and the miR-FF4. Due to lower production of miR-FF4 the GOIs are less repressed. This compensates for the reduced availability of resources. (D) A plasmid encoding both the fluorescent protein mCitrine ( GOI , panel C) and an intronically expressed microRNA (miR-FF4, panel C) under the control of strong constitutive promoters was co-transfected with increasing amounts of a plasmid expressing the X-tra gene (miRFP670, panel C) also under the control of a strong constitutive promoter. The impact of resource limitation on both GOIs was reduced when they contained three miR-FF4 targets in their 3' UTRs compared to when they contained three mismatched miR-FF5 targets. At least N = 2 biological replicates. Flow cytometry data were acquired 48 hours post-transfection and are plotted +/-SE. SE:standard error. ru: relative units.
